
CHAMPIONSHIP SUNDAY
TRASH
There are two faces to Championship Sunday, the
four best teams battling for the two slots in
the SuperBowl, back to back games making for one
great day of football. But it also means that
football is nearly done for the year, and that
is depressing. It was already a tough Saturday
here with no football save for an uninteresting
East West Shrine game. But today is huge, so
lets get to it:

On tap first is the J E T S Jets Jets Jets
visiting the lay down artists formerly known as
the Colts. In my opinion, Indianapolis should
have been disqualified from the playoffs for
conduct detrimental to the integrity of the
league. Instead, after defrauding paying fans
for the last two games of the regular season,
they will likely earn their way to the Super
Bowl.

Peyton Manning is going to score points; as good
as the Chargers were supposed to be, Manning
simply cannot be shut down like the Jets did to
San Diego. The question then becomes can the
Jets score enough to keep up and pull out
another win over the Colts now that the real
Colts will be on the field? It is hard to see
how, although with Bob Sanders out for the
season, the Colts can be run on and the Jets do
that well. The Jets are game, but the Colts win.
Renaming Manhattan “Revis Island” may have been
a bit premature.

The late game is the much awaited Vikings at the
home of the N’awlins Saints. Grizzly Old Man
River and Drew Fookin Brees. Reggie Bush and
Adrian Peterson. Darren Sharper and Jared Allen.
The edge has to go to the Saints because of the
home dome noise factor and their more solid
across the board defense. But if the Vikes play
with the same intensity and composure they
exhibited last week against the Cowboys, all
bets are off. Percy Harvin is a game time
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decision due to debilitating migraines. Sharper
and Shockey for the Saints have minor issues,
but should both be good to go.

If The Vikes defense plays to their potential,
like last week, and Favre and the offense can
overcome the crowd noise and play in synch, the
Vikes win the game; if either factor comes up
short in any degree, they lose. That is a lot to
ask against a Saints team that just seems a
little more solid and consistent on both sides
of the ball. This pains me greatly, but the
Saints make their first Super Bowl.

Hope y’all enjoy the nice little video attached
hereto; it was Marcy’s idea!


